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Colm and Brogan Donston

During the Coronavirus Pandemic, how did your
profession/job/volunteering work help others?
We put aside personal safely to work as cashiers at
the local market where many elderly residents get
their groceries.
As a front line worker/volunteer, how did you
cope during the pandemic? Apprehensive in the
beginning because we didn’t know much about the
transmission when COVID-19 first started, it is much
less stressful now to go to work. There are many
safety protocols in place and we have become a
close ‘working family’ as employees in our service
to the community
Biography: Colm and Brogan are brothers, ages 20

and 16, who live in Hoboken with their parents,
Bridget and Patrick.  
Colm worked as a cashier at Kings Supermarket

since high school.  After he went to college in
Boston, he cashiered on school breaks and sum-
mers.  Then COVID hit, college shut down and Colm
moved back home. He was called to work his first
day back because Kings was short on employees.
When Colm told Brogan that Kings needed workers,
Brogan volunteered and was hired to supplement
the staff shortage.  Brogan is a high school student,
who finishes his school day at 2pm and goes to
work at 3pm.  
These young men work at the local market where

elderly residents get their groceries. By putting
aside personal safety, they have helped their neigh-
bors and served the community.

Katherine O'Flaherty 

Place of birth: Boston 
Company & position: I am currently Senior Lecturer and Lewis
Faculty Fellow at Barrett, The Honors College at Arizona State
University. 
During the Coronavirus Pandemic, how did your
profession/job/volunteering work help others? The pandemic
was very disruptive for my students. Many are from out of state
and had to pack their belongings and scramble to get home when
the pandemic forced us to move classes online and closed
residence halls etc. Not only were their classes and lives
disrupted but so too were their plans. For example, students had
planned study abroad, internships, apprenticeships, and trips, all
of which were cancelled or put on hold. 
I tried and I hope I was able to provide some stability to my

students. In our Zoom classes in the first few weeks of the
pandemic I knew the students were anxious and uncertain and so
I and so many of my colleagues tried hard to create stability.
Twice a week, every week, we met for class. It was somewhat
reassuring for the students and I know they appreciated the
community and the interaction even if it was via Zoom. I also
designed a class about the pandemic and I taught it over seven
weeks in May and June. It is a surreal experience to teach a class
about the history of outbreaks, epidemics and pandemics in the
midst of a pandemic but the class was a joy. All of the students
appreciated the opportunity to think critically and read about past

pandemics and I think it provided them with a bit of perspective
and distance from our current crisis so they could think through
what was happening. Now in the fall semester I am again
hopefully providing students with the space to learn and to reflect
and we talk often in all of my classes about the pandemic and
how it is shaping their experience. Many have noted they find this
acknowledgement of our current situation helpful. 
As a front-line worker/volunteer, how did you cope during the
pandemic? I really don't know! I suppose I focused on work even
more so as it was something, I knew I could count on and
because I knew my students depended on me to be there each
day on Zoom. I knew it was important to stay positive, optimistic,
and progress oriented for them. I think teaching a class on the
history of pandemics in May and June was as cathartic for me as
it was for the students and in the same way I hope they developed
some perspective from the class I know I gained perspective from
our conversations. 
Biography: Katherine M. O'Flaherty is Senior Lecturer and Lewis
Honors Faculty Fellow at Barrett, The Honors College at Arizona
State University. She trained as an historian earning a Ph.D. from
the University of Maine in 2010. She teaches a range of courses
on topics including community engagement, history, literature,
and professional development. She is a recipient of the Barrett
Annual Award for Excellence in Teaching, and Barrett Annual
Award for Excellence in Service. Although she was born in Boston,
Katherine spent her childhood in Camp, Kerry, where her family
still lives. She spends her summers in Kerry every year.

Dan Connor 

Place of birth: Woodside New York 
Company & position: Donovan's Pub of Woodside (Owner) 
During the Coronavirus Pandemic, how did your profession/
job/ volunteering work help others? At Donovan's we were able
to provide thousands of meals to healthcare heroes working on
the front lines. We would visit several hospitals per week and
drop off anywhere from 50-200 meals. This was funded by our
own donations, donations from customers, family friends, and an
incredible partnership with Feed the Front Lines NYC. 
As a front-line worker/volunteer, how did you cope during the
pandemic? Being able to assist those healthcare heroes, and
seeing how great their spirits were, went an incredibly long way
to my own ability to get through those really tough early months. 
Biography: Woodside has been my home my entire life. I've
always been heavily involved in the community, primarily through
coaching youth sports at St. Sebastian. I have had the incredible
honor of being named a distinguished graduate of St. Sebastian.
Towards the end of 2012, my brother in law (James Jacobson)
and I had the opportunity to save Woodside's Landmark
Gathering place (Donovan's Pub) as it was about to be broken
into multiple stores.
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James Jacobson 

Place of birth: USA
Company & position: Donovan’s Pub, Proprietor
During the Coronavirus Pandemic, how did your profes-
sion/job/volunteering work help others? With funding
from Feed the Front Lines, we were able to deliver thou-
sands of meals to local hospitals.
As a front-line worker/volunteer, how did you cope dur-
ing the pandemic? During the pandemic we were able to
offer take-out and delivery to keep a few of our staff work-

ing. More staff was brought back when outside seating was
allowed. Our incredible staff also helped with preparing and
delivering the food to the hospitals.
Biography: I first started working at Donovans as a busboy
in 1985 at the age of 15. I worked as a bartender for 30 years
before becoming the owner with my brother in-law, Danny. I
lived in Woodside my whole life and have 3 kids Aly, Noah
and Renee with my wife Leni. My parents were always a big
part of the community, volunteering for any events the
neighborhood had. The pandemic has affected a lot of busi-
nesses in Woodside, but we are resilient! Woodside will be
back better and stronger than ever! Woodside Strong!


